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bringing natural materials and 

traditional craftsmanship into 

future spaces

At CRAVT we proudly work with one the 

largest libraries of natural materials, giving 

you the freedom to create signature 

handmade interior elements. 

 

Combining materials, special finishes and 

unique application methods allow you to 

create fully customized designs. 

CRAVT products are made by a select 

group of international artisans who apply 

a combination of modern and traditional 

craftsmanship techniques to create your 

unique CRAVT product. 

Each material is sourced especially for you 

to suit your specific requirements. 

Our unique materials include Selenite 

Stone, Liquid Metal, Onyx, Semi-Precious 

Stones, Parchment, Eggshell, Mother of 

Pearl and many more.

 

The CRAVT design team welcomes you to 

share your own design ideas and together 

we will transform your dreams into custom 

made interior treasures. 

 

We look forward to working together with 

you on your interior project, wall panel, 

refined furniture, inlay elements, door 

fronts, handles, lighting objects or any other 

decorative idea you might have.

 

We translate your design ideas into 

impressive creations.
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Mother of Pearl is the term for to the 

reflective substance on the inside of a 

mollusc shell.

The Asians were among the first to cultivate 

mollusc for the lustrous quality of their 

inner shells. Once harvested, artisans cut 

the shells into predetermined shapes with 

a coping saw to create the most intricate 

designs.

The cut pieces of Mother of Pearl are 

approximately 2 millimeters thick. Just as 

individual shapes are first drawn onto the 

prepared shells, the patterned design is 

drawn directly onto a mould. The pieces, 

cut to precision, are glued on the surface 

pattern in layers and finally polished.

CRAVT’s favourite use of Mother of Pearl:

• Decorative elements

• Furniture

• Frames

• Vases

• Panels

mother of pearl
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S1316

S2506

S7079

S2317

S6176

S2398
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S2465

S3053

S3050S6163

S2548

S2318
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S1253

S1164
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S1275

S2073

S2056
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S2382

S2385

S1074S2393

S2384

S2388
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seashell

Seashells are a typical beautiful material, 

bringing back beautiful memories for most 

of us. Their unique textures make them 

ideal decorative element. 

Processing Seashells is a very hard and 

difficult task, which can only be carried out 

by an experienced specialist. Therefor a 

craftsperson relies on knowledge passed 

down from his ancestors and years of 

interned experience before he can claim 

mastery of this exceptional craft.

There is an incredibly large variation of 

shape, patterns and ornamentation of 

seashell making it a unique interior element.

CRAVT’s favourite use of seashell:

• Decorative elements and finishes

• Frames

• Vases

• Panels
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S7051

S1258 S9048

S1342 S6101

S1337
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S7052

S1112 S2390

S1177

S2499S1131
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S1004

S1017

S1029

S1020

S1328

S1013
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S1176

S1298S3074

S1015 S7083

S1220
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The art of Eggshell inlay originated in China 

around the time of the Tang Dynasty. The 

technique spread from China to Japan via 

Korea and was destined to become one of 

the most well known traditional crafts practi-

ced in Vietnam. The egg shells of duck are 

cleaned, arranged in a pan and carefully 

roasted over a bed of hot charcoal. Hereby 

a range of coloration can be achieved.

Delicately fingered, keen eyed artisans puz-

zle out patterns of irregular geometry from   

broken off pieces of burnt eggshell. 

Each piece is carefully glued, one shard at 

a time, onto the readied mold. Special atten-

tion is given to spacing and its effect on the 

overall design. Multiple layers of lacquer are 

then applied and the piece is finished with 

purified beeswax polished to a high gloss.

Contemporary artisans create molds from 

fiberglass enabling them to fashion excepti-

onal forms of variable size and scale.

CRAVT’s favourite use of Eggshell

• Table tops 

• Decorative elements

• Panels

• Pillars

• Frames

eggshell
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S2363

S2014

S2017

S2240

S2361

S2016
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S2280

S2016

S2345

S2219

S2360

S2062
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S2260

S2380

S2378

S2261

S2377

S2379
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Semi-Precious Stones have always been 

desirable objects for both their energy and 

beauty. No matter your taste, there’s a stone 

for everyone.

Semi Precious Stone, is a cut and polished 

piece of mineral, which is used to make 

adornments. Grinding wheels and polishing 

agents are used to grind, shape and polish 

rough stones into the desired smooth 

shapes.

Stones, which are transparent, are normally 

faceted; a method that shows the optical 

properties of the stones interior to its best 

advantage. Maximizing the reflected light, 

which is perceived by the viewer as a 

sparkle, does this.

CRAVT’s favourite use of Semi-Precious 

Stones:

• Table tops

• Panels

• Decorative elements

semi-precious stone
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S6494

S8103

S8118

S8105

S6405

S6486
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S6428

S6218 S6219

S6401 S6414

S6217
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S6415

S6416 S6411

S8106

S6593S6492
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S6412 S6408

S6481 S6406

S8104 S8109
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From respected ancient cultures to modern 

society it’s believed, and sometimes even 

proven, that the moon has great effect on 

life on earth.

Selenite, the moonstone, is a transparent 

crystal (mineral) of which the old Greek 

believed it waxed and waned with the 

moon, like the tide. Selenite is a variety 

of Gypsum, a common mineral found in 

sedimentary rocks. It has a crystalline 

structure and is formed through the 

evaporation of salt water from ancient seas.

Selenite crystals are one of the more 

powerful healing stones. The vibration of 

Selenite is very high but also very calming 

so it’s excellent for clarity, understanding 

and concentration, as well as keeping 

specific areas of a room clear of unwanted 

energy. It can also be used to form a 

protection grid in the home in order to 

literally turn your house into a safe place.

Cravt’s favourite use of Selenite:

• Lighting 

• Panels 

selenite stone
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S4301 S4304

S4322 S4306

S4309 S4302
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S4317 S4306

S4315

S4320

S4313

S4319
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Liquid Metal is an innovative and unique coating 

material. It exists of two components; the metal and 

a binder. 

 

Nearly all metals can be used to create Liquid Metal 

such as bluestale, gunmetal, messing, RVS, bronze 

and copper. Even more unique results can be 

achieved when combining different metals. 

Nearly all furniture and interior materials scan be 

treated with Liquid Metal – with the exception of 

rubber. Liquid Metal can be finished with a special 

coating to create an “aged” effect.

Cravt’s favourite uses of Liquid Metal:

• Elements in yachts 

• Furniture covering 

• Floors

• Panels

• Frames

Gloss

A unique process, whereby a clear liquid (Resin or 

Epoxy) is poured on top of an interior element or 

artwork. The liquid hardens to create a glass-like 

layer. Metallic powder can be added to create a 

special metallic finish. At CRAVT we work with a 

special type of Resin and Epoxy which ensures your 

Gloss finished interior piece won’t be effected by UV 

exposure. 

 

Cravt’s favourite uses of Gloss:

• Table tops

• Pillars

• Panels

• Decorative elements  

liquid metal & gloss
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S20005 S20009

S20013S20031

S20042S20063
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S20064

S20038

S20041

S20046

S20037 S20044
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S20014 S20002

S20016

S20035

S20021

S20015
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S20060

S20061

S20036

S20030

S20043

S20052
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To some the sound of metal being hit 

sounds meditative. To others it’s an awful 

noise they can hardly withstand. What’s for 

sure is that the art of metal hammering has 

played a great role in both Indian culture 

and history. 

The craft of hammering metals in India 

revolved around religious beliefs and needs 

of patrons, royalty and common people. The 

first blacksmiths were seen as visionaries 

who could craft beautifully shaped and 

useful objects out of very inflexible 

materials. 

Traditionally, Indian craftsmen used different 

kinds of metal like iron, copper, silver and 

alloys such as bronze, bell metal and white 

metal to produce hammered items. 

CRAVT’s favourite use of metal 

hammering:

• Frames

• Panels

• Handles

• Elements within accessories

• Decorative trims and finishes 

metal hammering
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S20001 

S6245

S6246 S6289

S6573

S6354
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S6368S4018

S6371

S6318

S6375

S6589
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It’s clear that mankind always has had 

special interest in the gleaming jewels of 

nature. Talks about precious metals, like 

silver, always raise the antennae.

The art of applying silver leaf to decorative 

objects, including lacquerware, is known as 

gilding. ‘Silver beating’ is the term for the 

process of pounding silver into leaves. 

Nowadays the process of producing Silver-

leaf is largely mechanized but the gilding 

itself, is done by artisans who with great 

patience and skill place individual leaves.

CRAVT’s favourite use of Silver Leaf:

• Frames

• Panels

• Vases

• Decorative objects and finishes

silverleaf
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S2433

S2035

S2431 S2419

S2039

S2504
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S2034 S2032

S2020
S2434

S2224 S2425
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S2408

S2412

S2308

S2436

S2310

S2197
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Woodcarving is one of humankind’s 

oldest skills. It is even older than originally 

speculated. In 2001, Spanish archeologists, 

digging in the desert sands of Tanzania, 

recovered flint tools worn to an extent that 

could only result from heavy-duty activity, 

namely: woodcarving.

Every type of wood possesses its own 

peculiar sensory characteristic qualities that 

make wood unique and special 

Wood is a highly versatile material, lending 

itself to all kinds of treatments. It can be 

stained, painted, gilded and glued. Thanks 

to its high strength and relatively low 

weight, its workability and aesthetic appeal, 

wood is common used to produce a wide 

variety of products, and it is the craftsman 

that brings the best out of a piece of wood.

CRAVT’s favourite use of Wood Carving:

• Furniture 

• Panels

• Decorative elements

woodcarving
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S9101

S9090

S9110

S9104

S9091

S9084
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S9082

S9074 S9064

S9097

S9111

S9070
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The creation of Parchment, the original 

writing material used to be a Greek art form. 

A thin material made from hide, specially 

prepared animal skin. Usually from calf, 

sheep or goatskin. Parchment differs from 

leather as it is limed, not tanned. Making it 

very reactive to changes in relative humidity 

and not water proof. Finer-quality Parchment 

is called Vellum. Many treatments are 

applied to make parchment an aesthetically 

pleasing element.

Thin pastes of lime, flour, egg whites and 

milk are rubbed into the skin to make 

it smooth and white but we use special 

methods to tint parchment in a variety of 

colours including purple, indigo, green, red 

and peach.

 

CRAVT’s favourite use of Parchment:

• Boxes

• Furniture

• Frames

• Pillars

parchment
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S3031

S8662

S3533

S3032

S3002

S3110
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S3083

S3079

S3001

S3108

S3081

S3660
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S3151

S3080

S3269

S8659

S3033

S3504
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Stingrays, phantoms of the deep, have 

captured the mind and imagination for 

centuries. Their strong image perfectly 

represents their skin, which is rough and 

tough but gorgeous.

Stingray and shark skin are commonly 

called “shagreen” and was originally used 

to rub, polish or file. It was first popularized 

by a master leatherworker in the court of 

Louis XV (Jean-Claude Galluchat) using it as 

veneer on a variety of items. 

Due to the combination of this leather’s 

extreme toughness and elastic softness, it 

requires great patience and skill to produce 

flawless products.

CRAVT’s favourite use of stingray:

• Furniture

• Frames

• Pillars

• Panels

shagreen
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S3037

S3248

S3507

S8647

S3101

S3097
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S3092

S3100S3088

S3517 S3094

S3021
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S3244 S3138

S1386 S3120

S3046 S3238
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The history of Chinese people using Bone 

objects is long and rich. As early as during 

the Hemudu Culture about 7,000 years ago, 

people used bone items as tools. Realizing 

the bones’ natural beauty, they started to 

use Bone for decorative purposes as well 

as utensils.

 

The Bone artwork featured excellent 

craftsmanship and were exquisitely 

designed. Inlay, lay-on or a combination of 

these techniques, can be used to create a 

beautiful effect in level and makes the Bone 

to transcend the wooden base.

 

This traditional craft has been further 

developed in modern times. The craft is 

traditionally used in fine furniture. Today 

Bone is also applied for interior decoration 

of modern hotels and high end residentials. 

For this technique generally buffalo bone 

is used.

CRAVT’s favourite use of bone:

• Furniture

• Frames

• Panels

• Accessories

bone
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S6329

S6344

S6346S6491

S8151

S6334
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S6349 S6332

S8317

S6338 5867-0029886

S6331
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specials

At CRAVT we strive to continuously 

combine different natural materials in our 

designs to create unique patterns. These 

specials are a way to bring an even more 

bespoke design into your interior. 

Though not all combinations of materials 

are possible, many are and bring about very 

unique and spectacular designs. 

We have included a selection of special 

designs to give you an insight into the 

inspiring range of possibilities when 

combining different natural materials. In this 

selection you can find designs that include 

combinations of materials such as Eggshell 

with Silverleaf, Shagreen with Parchment, 

Mother of Pearl with Seashell and Eggshell 

and many more.

These special designs can be applied to 

many different interior elements. This of 

course depends on the type of materials 

used in the design amongs other technical 

and situational factors. 

CRAVT’s favourite use of specials:

• Furniture

• Accessories

• Wallcovering

• Floorcovering

• Panels 

• Pillars

• Lighting
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S2551

S2547

S2552

S2540

S2541

S2550
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S3501

S2522

S2113

S2520

S2521

S3144
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S2206

S8300

S2201

S2096

S2209

S2064
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S20019 S20018

80927 - 0031127- 001 80927 - 0031127- 003

80927 - 0031127- 003 S1350
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S1389

S3143 S2040

S3502S3008

S1388
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S3147

S3149

S1396 S3148

S3146

S3145
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Cravt.com

info@cravt.com

+31 20 7608010

Visit us:

Headquarters & showroom 

CRAVT

Joop Geesinkweg 901

1114 AB  AMSTERDAM

The Netherlands

Follow us:

AT CRAVT WE LOVE A GOOD STORY.

WE BELIEVE THE BEST ONE YOU CAN TELL IS THROUGH YOUR INTERIOR.
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